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a b s t r a c t
Here we study how a traffic jam spreads on complex networks when driven by an
increasing flux between certain initial and final points. For that purpose, we developed two
new traffic models based on vehicular traffic and applied them on the Apollonian network
and the Swiss road network. The first model is an electrical analog, using ohmic and non-
ohmic resistors which is a classical approach in Physics while the second one which we
call the herding model, is based on human driving behavior. For both models, we study
the sequence of clogged roads up to the traffic gridlock and display the fragilities of the
network. In the electrical model, by increasing the external potential, resistors burn out,
as the voltage drop between the ends increases above a certain threshold. Analyzing both
models, we observed some power-law functions that occur only near a traffic gridlock as
well as the dependence on topological features of the network and influence on flux and
the robustness in Apollonian networks of different generations.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
The study of vehicular traffic represents a social system [1–5] on a complex network [5–9]. Social systems, have attracted
the attention of physicists due to the possibility of phase transitions, avalanches and other critical phenomena. Collective
human behavior is the basis of social systems and is driven by individual actions. It can be seen in panic scenarios when
a crowd is escaping from fire in buildings or leaving a particular region of a city due to a terrorist attack. These situations
expose the vulnerability and failures of infrastructure (like roads) to support extreme situations. One strong initial event
triggers a failure avalanche [10,11], which spreads in a cascade-like manner within the network and finally paralyzes large
parts of the system. This kind of behavior is found in many complex systems such as epidemic spreading [12], financial
crashes [13] or bursts of neuronal activity [14].
Complex Networks are composed by a set of N sites (nodes or vertices) and links (or edges) that connect pairs of sites in
the system. These edges can transport something like the flux of cars in a street, electric current in wires or the flux of water
in sewer networks used to collect water from buildings and rainwater.
The study of traffic flow aims to understand the global traffic from the behavior of individual drivers who are moving
on a network. Since the 1950s, researches from different fields have proposed more than 100 different traffic models [4] to
explore how basic principles give rise to global traffic phenomena. Thesemodels can be organized intomicroscopic [15–19],
macroscopic [20,21], andmesoscopic (gas-kinetic) models [22]. Earlymicroscopic traffic models were proposed by Reuschel
and physicist Pipes [15]. This kind of model assumes that the acceleration of a driver is determined by the car in front.
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Third generation of the Apollonian network. The blue dot is the in-flux and the red squares are the out-flux.
On the other hand, macroscopic models [20,21] are restricted to the description of the collective vehicle dynamics in terms
of the spatial vehicle density per lane and the average velocity as a function of freeway location x and time t . From the point
of view of numerical efficiency, the macroscopic model is preferred to microscopic model, but both approaches are less
efficient than cellular automata models. The mesoscopic traffic models [22] describe the microscopic vehicle dynamics as a
function of macroscopic fields.
We will study here the traffic on complex networks and on Swiss road networks close to traffic gridlock which is a
transition point between vanishing and not vanishing traffic flux and different behavior can emerge near its critical region.
To simulate this kind of problem, we will introduce two new traffic models. The first one is an electrical model [23,10,
24,11], based on ohmic and non-ohmic resistors which is a classical approach in Physics. It is based on the conservation
of the number of vehicles and provides an easy and fast way to follow the formation of traffic jams in large systems where
streets are represented by fuses. The secondmodel whichwe call the herdingmodel, is discrete and based on human driving
behavior also conserving the number of cars. In order to analyze how traffic jams appear, its consequences on the flux of
cars and traffic gridlock [25,26], we will investigate our models on the Apollonian network (Fig. 1), which is a well known
network that exhibits dynamical growth and transport properties seen in real networks [27,5,28–36] such as a scale-free
distribution, as well small-world and hierarchical structure. We will also compare the distribution of avalanches obtained
on the Apollonian network with the ones on the Swiss road network which was obtained from the Swiss Bundesamt für
Raumentwicklung. Their database contains the maximum allowed speed, the length and the position of each road.
The plan of this paper is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the description of the electrical model and the computational
method used to simulate the flux based on vehicular traffic. In Section 3wedescribe and present the algorithmof the herding
model. Section 4 contains our results for both methods. Finally, in Section 5, we will provide some general conclusions on
spreading of vehicles.
2. Electrical model for vehicular traffic
This model treats vehicular traffic like an electric system, considering cars like electrons, roads like fuses, the flux of
cars like electric current, the difference of potential between two ends like the necessity that a group of cars has to move
between two regions, the conductance of a fuse like how easy it is for the car flow, and a burned fuse like a congested road.
The electrical network is given by a directed graph G = (N, S) with vertices i ∈ N := 1, . . . , n. We will for example use an
Apollonian network as shown in Fig. 1.
Each link of the network is a fuse with ohmic conductance, σ ljk, in the case of the ohmic electrical model. This means that
the value of conductance does not change as the external potential applied increases up to critical potential, 1Vc . When it
is exceeded, the fuse burns out. We define the conductance as:
σ ljk =
vmaxjk
ljk
, (1)
where vmaxjk is the maximum allowed speed and ljk is the length of the piece of road and i, j, k ∈ N := 1, . . . , n (crossroads).
The reason to choose this expression is simple, drivers prefer short and fast roads to long and slow ones, i.e., drivers want
to save time (Fig. 2(a) shows the fundamental diagram). Observe that the conductance is inversely proportional to the time
spent to drive from j to k and for a limit voltage drop, the conductance and the electric flow are zero. To avoid the abrupt
behavior of the conductancewhen it reaches the limit voltage drop, we suggest amodel which ismore a realistic description
of traffic. It is givenby the fundamental diagramof traffic flow [37], i.e., the empirical relation between flux anddensitywhich
in a first approximation can be described by an inverse parabola [18,38] corresponding to a non-ohmic conductance, σ nljk (t),
i.e., the conductance changes as the externally applied potential increases. We call this the non-ohmic electrical model. The
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Fig. 2. (Color online) The fundamental diagramof the current–voltage response of an ohmic fuse, Eq. (1) (a) and a non-ohmic fuse, Eq. (2) (b) for amaximum
allowed speed of 100, different road lengths and different thresholds1Vc .1Vc = 10, length = 10 (black line),1Vc = 10, length = 15 (red line),1Vc = 6,
length = 10 (green line),1Vc = 6, and length = 15 (blue line).
conductance depends on the length ljk, the maximum allowed speed vmaxjk , and the potential difference between the sites k
and j at the previous time step, Vk(t − 1)− Vj(t − 1). The conductance is given by,
σ nljk (t) =

1− |Vk(t − 1)− Vj(t − 1)|
1Vc

vmaxjk
ljk
. (2)
When Eq. (2) is used, it produces an electrical model which is locally non-linear and globally linear. If the applied voltage
exceeds 1Vc , the bond burns out irreversibly, thus changing into an insulator (Fig. 2(b) shows the fundamental diagram).
We are interested in studying how this network formed by fuses will burn out as the external voltage across the system is
increased.
To understand the breaking process, we first choose the vertices on which the external potential will be applied. Observe
that the initial conditions define the direction of the currents. Then, we calculate the voltages on the other vertices by using
Kirchhoff’s law:−
k
Ijk = 0 ∀j, (3)
where Iij is the current from vertex j to its neighbor k. The previous equation imposes the conservation of mass.
Ijk = σjk(Vk − Vj), (4)
where σjk is the conductance of the fuse which links vertices j and k. The potentials on vertices j and k are Vj and Vk. Using
Eqs. (3) and (4), the coupled linear equations to calculate the voltages are given by:−
k
σjk(Vk − Vj) =
−
k
σjkVk − Vj
−
k
σjk = 0. (5)
Solving these equations, gives us the potential on each site and ensures that the potential at every node takes into account
the global influence of all roads. To obtain the currents through each fuse, we use Eq. (4). Fuses for which the potential
difference is higher than 1Vc , will burn out, i.e. their conductance vanishes. As in general the sites of a network are not
highly connected, Eq. (5) will have many vanishing terms. We write the linear coupled equations as A · x = b where A
is a sparse matrix due to the vanishing terms in Eq. (5). From the computational point of view, the solution of A · x = b
can be accelerated and the simulation of large networks becomes possible when A is sparse. To simulate our model, we use
the routine ‘‘sprsin’’ from Numerical Recipes in C [39]. It converts a matrix from full storage mode into row-indexed sparse
storagemode, throwing away any element that is smaller than a specified threshold. To obtain the potential vector x, we use
another routine from Numerical Recipes in C called ‘‘Linbcg’’. It solves sparse linear equations by the iterative biconjugate
gradient method. The number of iterations depends on the error tolerance in x chosen.
After we find all potentials and burn out the fuses, we increment the external potential and update the conductances.
This process is repeated as the external potential is increased until the current leaving the network vanishes.
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A recent paper by Andrade et al. [40] introduced a simplemodel used to study the breaking process of the optimal path on
a two-dimensional random landscape of pathways. The fracture interface is generated by iteratively finding and breaking
the optimal path like we do in the electrical model (ohmic or non-ohmic). Andrade et al. show the collapse of a square
network and the behavior of the fractures due to the spreading of cracks on different topologies.
3. Herding model
This discrete traffic flow model based on human driving behavior has some remarkably different features from the
previous model such as the drivers do not have information about the global network structure and the behavior of the
flux on roads is globally non-linear (non-ohmic electrical model is locally non-linear). Both properties will be discussed in
this section.
The central idea of the herding model is that the cars arriving at a crossroad j, take the road (link) that minimizes the
time to the next crossroad. The only restriction is that cars never go back (the route from j to i and from it to j again is
forbidden), they just go ahead. In the stationary state the number of cars entering and leaving the network should be equal.
The fundamental variables of the model are [37]: the car speed, flux and the density of each road.
To simplify our model, we consider the cars having the same length and the roads having constant length and given by L.
The maximum density is reached when the largest road in the network is full of cars (the spacing is the minimum possible
between two cars) in its xmax lanes, i.e.,
ρmaxlargest road =
maximum number of cars
xmax · L . (6)
However, our network of roads is not uniform and each road exhibits a different number of lanes which must be less than
xmax. The maximum density for these roads is:
ρmaxrij =
xrij
xmax
ρmaxlargest road, (7)
where xrij is the number of lanes of a road rij (it goes from crossroad i to jwhile rji has the opposite direction). This variable
can assume values between 1 and xmax.
To simulate this model, we define the sites that will be the source and sink of cars on the undirected network G = (N, S)
with vertices i = 1, . . . ,N − 1. Each road has three variables: density of cars ρrij , speed vrij and fluxΦrij . We emphasize that
the speed vrij represents the speed for all cars on road rij.
The density of cars on the road rij will be:
ρrij = {0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ N − 1, ρrij ∈ [0, ρmaxrij ]}, (8)
where the ρmaxrij are chosen from a uniform distribution (0; 1]. The speed of cars on the road rij is:
vrij(ρrij , t) = vmaxrij

1− ρrij(t)
ρmaxrij

where vrij(t) ∈ [0, vmaxrij ], (9)
and the flux of cars leaving the road rij is:
Φrij(ρrij , t) = vmaxrij

1− ρrij(t)
ρmaxrij

ρrij(t), (10)
where vmaxrij is the maximum speed and ρ
max
rij the maximum density of cars on the road rij. Note that if there are very few cars
on road, they will travel at maximum speed vrij(0, t) = vmaxrij . On the other hand, at the maximum density of cars, the road
is completely full and the cars will not move at all vrij(ρ
max
rij , t) = 0. This situation would correspond to bumper-to-bumper
traffic. The flux vanishes when the density is zero or maximum and reaches the maximum for ρrij = ρmaxrij /2. Observe that
Eq. (10) presents a behavior similar to the non-ohmic electric model of Eqs. (2) and (3), since it is also a quadratic function.
The initial condition is given by ρmaxrij (t0 = 0) = 0 which means that in the beginning the densities of all roads are zero.
For t > t0, there is a number of cars entering the network,M in, and it is kept constant until a stationary state is reached.
The total number of cars arriving at crossroad j is given by:
M inj (t) =
−
i=neighbors of j

Φrij(ρrij , t)+ Φ fontj (t)

1t (11)
=
−
i=neighbors of j

vmaxrij

1− ρrij(t)
ρmaxrij

+ Φ fontj (t)

1t, (12)
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and the number of cars entering the network is:
M font(t) = Φ font(t)1t =
−
i=font′s vertices
Φ fonti (t)1t, (13)
where1t is the time step,Φ font(t) is the flux entering the system andΦ fonti (t) is the external flux entering crossroad i. The
number of cars on a road that links the crossroads j and i is the product between its density and its length,Mrji = ρrjiL and
its maximum value isMmaxrji = ρmaxrji L. If its density is equal to themaximum density, it is considered a blocked road and then
the flux and the speed vanish. The difference between the maximum and the actual number of cars on a certain road rji is
given by:
1Mrji = Mmaxrji −Mrji = (ρmaxrji − ρrji)L. (14)
With Eq. (12), we calculate the number of cars arriving at crossroad j. All these cars will try to follow the road that
minimizes the time to the next crossroad. From Eq. (9), we generate a list {vrij}where i represents the roads which leave the
crossroad j in decreasing order. The cars that arrive at crossroad jwill take the road which allows for the highest speed, i.e.,
the first road in the list. If there are more cars than the road can support, it will be clogged and the other cars will choose
the second element from the list until all cars have left the crossroad j, remembering that cars never go back. The number
of cars which leave the crossroad j and take the road rjk is:
Mexchangedj→rjk =

M inj −Mj←rkj forM inj −Mj←rkj < 1Mrjk
1Mrjk forM
in
j −Mj←rkj ≥ 1Mrjk (15)
whereMj←rkj means the number of cars which leave the road rkj and arrive at the crossroad j. The cars which arrive on the
crossroad should not take the same road which they came from.
This step has to be executed for all crossroads. Then we update the density of cars for all roads leaving site j. This process
will stopwhen the network reaches the stationary state or whenwe do not have any path between the sources and the sinks
of the system. To study the congestion as the in-flux increases, we use the initial network which does not have congestion
instead of the network obtained with the previous increment of in-flux.
This model obeys car conservation. It means,
M fontj +M inj =
−
k=outgoing roads of j
Mexchangedj→rjk +Msinkj . (16)
where M fontj and M
sink
j are the number of cars entering the system in j and leaving the system in j. All cars that arrive at a
crossroad, must also leave. If all roads rjk around the crossroad j are blocked, all roads rkj must also be considered clogged.
Remembering that the cars that arrive at sinks will be removed, their number can be calculated by
Msink(t) =
−
j=sink′s vertices
M inj . (17)
In the stationary state we haveM font(t) = Msink(t) if there are paths linking fonts and sinks.
Note that, for the herding model, the cars take the faster road and for the electric model the cars prefer the path with
higher conductivity, σij ∝ vij/lij. Another similarity is that for the herding model, the flux follows a parabolic function,
Φrij(ρrij , t) = vmaxrij

1− ρrij(t)/ρmaxrij

ρrij(t), and the non-ohmic electric model also presents the same kind of function
(Eq. (2)).
4. Results and discussions
In our simulations of the electric model, we consider the central site of the Apollonian network, i.e., the most connected
site, to be linked to an external potential and the three corners being the second most connected sites to be grounded, i.e.
having potential zero (Fig. 1). To avoid problems in the solution of the linear coupled Eq. (5) and simplify our code,we assume
that a burnt fuse retains a small remnant conductance of 10−8 A/V while a normal fuse has values larger than unity. It is
very important that the increment of the external potential varies slowly, assuring the convergence of ourmethod, specially
for the non-ohmic electric model which depends on the previous step. For the herding model, the central site is the place
where the cars are injected and the three corner sites are sinks of vehicles. Our results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 where the
points were obtained from the system in the stationary state.
Fig. 3 shows that for small potentials the behavior of the current leaving the network is linearly dependent on the external
potential. It reaches a maximum value shortly before the abrupt decrease that is similar to the fundamental diagram of the
ohmicmodel (see Fig. 2). Note that with increasing generation, the current leaving the system also becomes higher. This can
be attributed to the large number of paths between the central and the corner sites as the network increases. Parallel paths
increase the conductivity, and thus the current arriving at the corner sites.
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Fig. 3. Current leaving the Apollonian network for different generations (50 runs) for the ohmic electric model.
a b
Fig. 4. Distribution of the flux on the roads using log bins near traffic gridlock. (a) herding model for the 6th Apollonian generation and (b) non-ohmic
electric model for the 11th Apollonian generation. The parameters used for the herding model were vmaxrij = 0.3 for all roads and ρmaxrij was chosen from a
uniform distribution (0; 1]. For the non-ohmic electric model the parameters are: 1Vc = 0.1 and σjk was chosen from a uniform distribution (0; 1]. The
external potential drop was increased at each time step by 10−4 V.
To understand the similarities between the herding and the electricmodel, we plot in Fig. 4 the behavior of the flux versus
the number of roads having non-vanishing flux near the traffic gridlock. It shows that there are few roads with high flux
while a large number of roads exhibit low flux for both models. This can be attributed to the preferential choice of the cars
to go directly from the central site to corner sites. Another interesting point is when a model (herding) in which drivers do
not have information on the global network structure is compared with one (electrical) in which drivers know the situation
on the entire structure, the results do not change drastically for the Apollonian network. In practical situations this would
mean that, drivers using or not using the Global Positioning System - GPS do not affect the distribution flux on the roads
near the traffic gridlock.
One of the most interesting features of our models is that the traffic gridlock depends on the Apollonian generation
and the model used. In the electrical model, we apply external potential on the network and it provokes the burning of
some fuses. After that, we increase the external potential and repeat this process on the network obtained previously.
Consequently, the number of clogged roads increases as the external potential rises. In the herding model the process is
different, we have an in-flux of cars into the network which is completely free ‘‘no congestion’’ and when the stationary
state is reached, the simulation finishes. After that, we repeat this process increasing the in-flux into the network which
did not exhibit congestion. Then, in the herding model, we keep the same initial network which did not have roads to
simulate different values of in-flux. This last feature has an effect on the behavior of number of blocked roads as shown
in Fig. 5. Observe that, the herding model exhibits a maximum instead of a plateau and the traffic gridlock appears when
Φin ≥ 0.276 (sixth generation)while for the electricalmodel it is observedwhen the external potential is higher than 0.2913
(Fig. 5). From Fig. 5, we see that the gridlock shifts to higher values of external potential as the generation increases. This is
due to high order generations which have many parallel paths and a highly connected central site. Comparing Figs. 3 and 5,
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Fig. 5. (a) shows the number of blocked roads for different values of in-flux, Φin . For the herding model averaging over 50 realizations on an Apollonian
network of six generations where vmaxrij = 0.3 and ρmaxrij were randomly sampled from a uniform distribution (0; 1]. The black dotsmean that traffic gridlock
was not reached while the red ones mean that traffic gridlock is present. (b) shows how the number of blocked roads evolves as the external potential
increases for the ohmic electric model for different Apollonian generations. The parameters are:1Vc = 0.1 and σjk was randomly chosen from a uniform
distribution (0; 1], for each step the external potential drop was increased by 10−4 V (50 realizations).
Fig. 6. Distribution of avalanche sizes which is defined as the number of burnt links between two successive increments of potential drop. Here we used
the ohmic electric model averaged over 50 realizations on an Apollonian network of eleven generations. The parameters are: 1Vc = 0.1 and σjk was
randomly chosen from a uniform distribution (0; 1], for each step the external potential drop was increased by 10−4 V (50 realizations).
we can attribute the fast decrease of the flux leaving the network to the increase of the number of blocked roads when one
approaches the traffic gridlock as seen in Fig. 5.
For the ohmic electricmodel, a small external potential does not block roads but at a specific potential, it triggers a failure
avalanche (Fig. 6), which spreads in a cascade-likemanner within the network and finally has an impact on large parts of the
system. This kind of behavior is typical for many complex systems such as epidemics, financial crashes or bursts of neuronal
activity. The avalanche size is defined as the number of burnt links between two successive increments of potential drop.
Fig. 6 shows the distribution of avalanche sizes which follow a power-law with slope −1.75 on an Apollonian network of
eleven generations. Networks of fewer generations do not exhibit enough avalanches to allow for a precise analysis.
A useful and practical application of the electric model is a real road network. We simulate the vehicular traffic taking
into account the real values of length and maximum speed of the roads of the Swiss road network. The positive and ground
potentials are applied at Zurich and six border cities in the mountains, respectively, i.e., the flux will be driven from Zurich
to the mountain cities. The distribution of flux is shown in Fig. 7, exhibiting a power-law with slope−0.418 where the size
effect stems from the fact that the road speed as well the distance between the crossroads are limited. As the slope of the
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Fig. 7. (Color online) Distribution of flux on the Swiss road network, by using log bins close to traffic gridlock, considering the ohmic electric model. The
maximum potential drop which all roads tolerate is 0.1 V and for each step the external potential drop was increased by 10−4 V. The plot shows a power-
law with slope −0.418 and finite size effects. The inset displays the Swiss road network. The six blue and red points represent the positive and ground
potentials, respectively. The database was obtained from the Bundesamt für Raumentwicklung in Switzerland.
power-law decreases, the probability that a single clogged road can trigger a big avalanche decreaseswhile for high values of
the slope, the probability of big avalanches increases. This study is helpful to locate the weakness of the network, exhibiting
the sequence of burnt links (roads). From a detailed analysis, we observe that links associated with highways are the first to
fail. The failure of highways then overloads a large part of the system, triggering the collapse of the network, i.e. producing
a ‘‘traffic gridlock’’. An interesting point to be studied is how a different set of cities would affect the distribution of flux on
roads and the corresponding avalanche sizes. From plots similar to Fig. 7, Swiss road designers could plan routes to avoid
the triggering of clogged roads, mainly, when situations of panic arise. Another possibility is to improve the design of the
network that could prevent stress on the drivers during rush time.
5. Conclusions
In summary, we have introduced two new models that describe the emerging of traffic jams up to traffic gridlock on
an Apollonian network and the Swiss road network. The electrical model is relatively simple capturing at least some basic
features of vehicular traffic. It gives a realistic distribution of flux on the links as the external potential increases and does not
require a big computational effort. On the other hand, the herding model takes a big computational effort and is relativity
complicated even with few control parameters. Both models present similar results for the distribution of flux on the roads
(links). We also found that the distribution of avalanche size on the Apollonian network and the distribution of flux on
the Swiss road network follow a power-law. It would be very interesting to apply the electrical model also to other types of
networks, and study the consequences of applying the external voltage at different sites. This can reveal themost vulnerable
links when the external potential drop increases, overloading the network. In this way one can provide solutions to network
design.
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